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LASPAC.org 

 

Final Report 

 

 

 
3,900 yard signs distributed 

 

 

 
28,000 postcards mailed 

 

 

 
30,000 bumper stickers distributed 

 

 

“Hello, this is LASPAC urging you and your 

family to vote for Libertarian GARY 

JOHNSON for President. GARY JOHNSON 

wants to legalize marijuana, cut . . .” 

 

281,000 robocalls made 

 

 

 
80,000 door hangers distributed 

 

 

 
33,527 Youtube video views 

 

Funds raised:  $167,798.27 

Number of contributors: 916 
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Final Report 

(updated November 26, 2012) 

 

Dear LASPAC Supporter: 

 

Thank you for helping Libertarian Action Super PAC (LASPAC) and our efforts to promote 

Libertarian Gary Johnson for President.  

 

Gary Johnson ended up getting 0.99% of the vote, which was more than double the 0.40% 

received by Bob Barr in 2008, and more than triple the 0.32% received by Michael Badnarik in 

2004.  The Libertarian Party retained ballot access in 30 states, which is better than 2008, but 

note that Gary Johnson did not receive the 1% required to maintain presidential ballot access in 

Connecticut (one of the areas where LASPAC focused on promotional efforts). 

 

We’re no longer raising money for LASPAC, but we do want to report to you what we did, and 

the results of our efforts. 

 

LASPAC Background 

 

LASPAC was founded by Wes Benedict and Arthur DiBianca primarily to promote the 

Libertarian Party’s 2012 presidential campaign in accordance with the guidelines set up by the 

Federal Election Commission (FEC) for Super PACs.  

 

The FEC currently limits donations from individuals to candidates for President to $5,000 

($2,500 before the nomination, and $2,500 after the nomination). Individual donations to 

political parties are limited to $30,800 per year. However, individuals can donate unlimited 

amounts to political action committees that make only independent expenditures (i.e., Super 

PACs).    

 

We founded LASPAC with a $100,000 contribution from a Libertarian donor, and went on to 

raise an additional $67,798.27 in contributions (as of November 15, 2012).   

 

Wes Benedict and Arthur DiBianca have more professional Libertarian management experience 

than almost anyone else in the nation, and have run for office themselves multiple times. 

 

Wes Benedict served as Executive Director of the Libertarian Party of Texas from 2004 to 2008. 

He then served as Executive Director of the national Libertarian Party in Washington, DC from 

2009 through 2011. 
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Arthur DiBianca worked for the Libertarian Party of Texas from 2005 to 2010, and for the 

national Libertarian Party as well from 2009 to 2011. 

 

Most recent Libertarian campaigns for President have raised around $1 million to $3 million 

each. The Republican and Democratic campaigns raise around 1,000 times as much. In forming a 

Super PAC, we provided a legal option for large donors to promote Gary Johnson with donations 

greater than $5,000. Additionally, we hoped that LASPAC would demonstrate a lot of "bang for 

the buck." 

 

In addition to all that we actually accomplished with our funding, we had hoped that having a 

Super PAC for Gary Johnson publicly in place with “shovel-ready projects” might attract 

million-dollar donations from some of the wealthy libertarians out there. It didn’t happen. 

However, according to FEC records, one other Super PAC called Freedom and Liberty PAC 

supported Gary Johnson, and it appears to have been supported primarily by one donor.   

 

Financial Data 

 

Below is a financial summary for LASPAC through November 15, 2012: 

 

Total revenue:  $167,798.27 

Number of contributors:  916 

Top three donation amounts: $100,000;  $12,190;  $3,000 

 

Total expenditures: $143,581.49 

Campaign materials:  $20,958.65 

Videos:  $1,500.00 

Polling:  $3,000.00 

Robocalls:  $13,803.53 

Postcard printing and mailing:  $14,299.78 

Postage and shipping:  $6,754.70 

Supplies:  $1,924.11 

Other (admin, including staff):  $81,340.72 

 

Campaign Materials 

 

LASPAC’s early focus was providing high-quality, low-cost campaign materials. The idea for 

that came after observing frustration with the 2008 Bob Barr presidential campaign’s failure to 

provide low-cost campaign materials in a timely manner. We were also inspired by seeing the 

multiple sources of low-cost campaign materials supporting the Ron Paul presidential campaign.  
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We wanted to make sure that grassroots supporters had materials to help promote the 2012 

Libertarian presidential campaign in case the campaign itself failed to do that. In addition to 

advertising the candidate, campaign materials improve morale and give willing volunteers 

something to work on, and may turn them into long-term volunteers.   

 

(Fortunately, we’ve seen public reports that show the Gary Johnson campaign did a much better 

job than the Bob Barr campaign of providing large quantities of low-cost campaign materials to 

volunteers.) 

 

Another goal was to help the Libertarian brand by putting the word “Libertarian” prominently on 

our materials. We acknowledge that most campaign experts recommend leaving off the party 

affiliation from Republican and Democratic campaigns. We think different rules apply to third-

party marketing efforts, and we believe it’s important to show the Libertarian label prominently 

(but we won’t argue the case in this report).  

 

From May to November 2012, we shipped 881 orders. The quantity of each LASPAC item is 

included in the table below. (LASPAC items are on the left.)  Comparable materials that were 

provided by the official Gary Johnson Campaign are on the right.  

 

Table. LASPAC materials compared to the official Gary Johnson Campaign’s materials. 

 

LASPAC Yard Sign 

 
 

Quantity distributed: 3,900 

 

Gary Johnson Campaign’s Yard Sign 

 
 

 

LASPAC Bumper Sticker 

 
 

Quantity distributed: 30,000 

 

Gary Johnson Campaign’s Bumper Sticker 
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LASPAC Door Hanger 

 
 

Quantity distributed: 80,000 

 

 

Gary Johnson Campaign’s Palm Card 

  

 

Polls 

 

We conducted two public opinion polls on July 31 and August 8. Our goal was to create 

publicity and put pressure on the Commission on Presidential Debates (CPD), by showing how 

biased the two-way polls are that CPD often uses to limit participation in its debates. (Those 

polls only name the Republican and Democratic candidates.) We wanted to show that Gary 

Johnson would do very well in a two-way poll between him and Barack Obama. 

 

We used automated phone polls, where the respondents push numbers to give their response. We 

recorded the first poll ourselves, and used a robocall firm to place it. 

 

The question was worded like this: 

 

Suppose the presidential election were held today. If Barack Obama were the 

Democratic Party's candidate and Gary Johnson were the Libertarian Party's 

candidate, who would you vote for, Barack Obama, the Democrat or Gary 

Johnson, the Libertarian? 
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For Barack Obama, press 1. 

For Gary Johnson, press 2. 

If you're undecided or would not vote for either candidate, press 3. 

 

We dialed a total of 3,000 numbers, and got about 150 responses. About 19% of the responses 

were for Gary Johnson. 

 

We published that result on our website, and a number of people donated to help us run a more 

professional poll. 

 

We approached SurveyUSA and Public Policy Polling about running a similar poll, but they  

refused to do it. We then selected Pulse Opinion Research to conduct the poll. 

 

The Pulse Opinion Research poll was more detailed, but the main question was worded like this: 

 

Suppose in this year’s Presidential Election you had a choice of Democrat Barack 

Obama or Libertarian Gary Johnson. If the election were held today would you 

vote for Democrat Barack Obama or Libertarian Gary Johnson?  

 

If Obama, press 1  

If Johnson, press 2  

If some other candidate, press 3  

If you are not sure, press 4 

 

Pulse Opinion Research conducted the poll of 1,000 likely voters on August 8, using their own 

methodology. The results were: 

 

24% Johnson 

45% Obama 

27% Some other candidate 

3% Not sure 

 

Our attempt to influence the CPD was apparently unsuccessful, but the poll did generate some 

interest on the internet. Additionally, we measured the highest traffic on our LASPAC.org 

website around the time the poll results were posted. 

 

Billboards 

 

LASPAC presented several billboard designs for donor consideration. However, very little 

money was contributed toward that specific cause, so we decided not to purchase any billboards. 
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Jesse Ventura Videos 

 

Libertarian activists have often expressed their desire to have Libertarian presidential campaigns 

advertise on television.  We engaged Libertarian videographer Travis Irvine to produce some 

videos featuring former Minnesota Governor Jesse Ventura that we hoped we could run on 

television.  

 

Governor Ventura graciously volunteered to appear in our videos. The first one, viewable at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA6huN6npO4  

asked viewers to call the Commission on Presidential Debates and “Let Gary Johnson Debate!” 

The video has received 25,956 views, and was featured on the Politico news site: 

http://www.politico.com/blogs/burns-haberman/2012/09/ventura-wants-johnson-in-debates-

136765.html 

 

The second video, featuring Ventura and two empty chairs, was a play on the “empty chair” stunt 

by Clint Eastwood at the Republican National Convention. That video has received 7,571 views. 

 

Jesse Ventura: “Let Gary Johnson Debate!” 

 
Views: 25,956 

Jesse Ventura: "Clint Eastwood Only Got It 

Half Right!" 

 
Views: 7,571 

 

While people seemed to enjoy the videos, donations toward running them on TV totaled only 

$200. While we had another straightforward 30-second video designed to run on TV, we decided 

to abandon the effort to run TV commercials due to lack of donor interest. Another Gary 

Johnson-supporting Super PAC, Freedom and Liberty PAC, appears to have spent several 

hundred thousand dollars on TV commercials, so any efforts we had made to run TV 

commercials would probably have been insignificant by comparison.  

 

Once again, we’d like to offer a big thank you to Governor Jesse Ventura for appearing in our 

videos! 

 

Postcards, Robocalls, and Door Hangers 
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We gave donors the opportunity to have us mail postcards or make robocalls where they lived, or 

in the community they chose. Below we present some of the details and attempt to measure and 

calculate results. However, we want to note that there were many things going on that were not 

under our control, and that certainly affected election results. For example, the Republicans and 

Democrats were certainly advertising, and even other Libertarians may have advertised in 

various ways that affected election results in different areas. Additionally, a lot of our promotion 

occurred in the Northeast around the same time Hurricane Sandy hit. So, the conclusions with 

regard to LASPAC’s efforts are just our best estimates. Many other factors were certainly at 

work.  

 

Additionally, the results we measured were based on the specific postcard designs and robocall 

scripts that we used. Different designs and scripts may have had different results. 

 

Note: All election results are preliminary, collected on or around November 14, 2012. Final 

certified percentages are usually very close to preliminary percentages. However, some numbers 

reported here may not be exactly the same as the final certified numbers. 

 

Postcard Project 

 

LASPAC mailed Gary Johnson promotional postcards to approximately 28,000 recipients. 

 

   Front       Back 

The first batch of about 6,000 postcards was mailed on October 16, 2012 (standard mail) as 

follows: 

Virginia postcards 

1,536 postcards were mailed to households with registered voters in two precincts in Fairfax 

County, Virginia. These were sent to people living in precincts 118 and 125, who voted in the 

2008 and 2010 general elections, and who did not vote in the 2008 primary, nor the 2010 

primary. (Note, voters in Virginia do not register by party.) 

 

Results: 
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In the entire county, Gary Johnson got 0.81%, and he got 2.9 times as many votes as Bob Barr 

did in 2008. In the targeted precincts, Johnson got 1.09%, and he got 1.9 times as many votes as 

Barr did in 2008. So, the 2012-vs-2008 results in the targeted precincts were 35% worse than in 

the entire county. That indicates that the postcards did not improve Gary Johnson's results.  

 

We did not attempt to calculate "dollars per vote," since the postcards did not appear to generate 

additional votes. 

 

Maryland postcards 

3,066 postcards were mailed to all households with registered voters in Montgomery County, 

Maryland, precincts 7-13 and 7-23 (also known as 7013 and 7023). 

 

Results: 

In the entire county, Gary Johnson got 0.96%, and he got 3.3 times as many votes as Bob Barr 

did in 2008. In the targeted precincts, Johnson got 0.77%, and he got 5.7 times as many votes as 

Barr did in 2008. So, the 2012-vs-2008 results in the targeted precincts were 72% stronger than 

in the entire county. That indicates that the postcards may have improved Gary Johnson's results. 

(But again note, Gary Johnson's result in the targeted precincts was still only 0.77%.) 

 

In the targeted precincts, if Gary Johnson had seen the same 2008-2012 change that the whole 

county showed, he would have received about 20 votes. He actually received 34 votes. If the 

postcards were entirely responsible for that difference, then 3,066 postcards yielded 14 additional 

votes. At about $0.50 per postcard, that indicates a cost of about $109 per vote. 

 

 

Connecticut postcards (Killingworth) 

1,396 postcards were mailed to households with independent voters in Killingworth, Connecticut 

(Middlesex County). These were households with at least one independent voter (i.e., registered 

as anything other than "Republican" or "Democrat"). 

 

Results: 

Bob Barr was not on the Connecticut ballot in 2008, so we compared Gary Johnson's results with 

Michael Badnarik's 2004 results. In the entire county, Gary Johnson got 0.90%, and he got 3.5 

times as many votes as Badnarik did in 2004. In the targeted town of Killingworth, Johnson got 

1.02%, and he got 5.6 times as many votes as Barr did in 2008. So, the 2012-vs-2004 results in 

Killingworth were 59% stronger than in the entire county. That indicates that the postcards may 

have improved Gary Johnson's results. (But again note, Gary Johnson's result in Killingworth 

was still only 1.02%.) 

 

If Gary Johnson had seen the same 2004-2012 change in Killingworth that the whole county 

showed, he would have received about 24 votes. He actually received 39 votes. If the postcards 

were entirely responsible for that difference, then 1,396 postcards yielded 15 additional votes. At 

about $0.50 per postcard, that indicates a cost of about $46 per vote. 
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The second batch of about 22,000 postcards was mailed on October 24, 2012 (first-class mail) as 

follows: 

 

New Hampshire postcards 

11,770 postcards were mailed to households in five towns in Hillsborough County, New 

Hampshire. These were households in the towns of Amherst, Bedford, Goffstown, Merrimack, 

and Weare, with at least one independent voter (i.e., registered as anything other than 

"Republican" or "Democrat"). 

 

Results: 

In the entire county, Gary Johnson got 1.24%, and he got 2.9 times as many votes as Bob Barr 

did in 2008. In the targeted towns, Johnson got 1.14%, and he got 3.1 times as many votes as 

Barr did in 2008. So, the 2012-vs-2008 results in the targeted towns were 6% stronger than in the 

entire county. That indicates that the postcards may have slightly improved Gary Johnson's 

results. (But again note, Gary Johnson's result in the targeted towns was still only 1.14%.) 

 

If Gary Johnson had seen the same 2004-2012 change in the targeted towns that the whole 

county showed, he would have received about 527 votes. He actually received 561 votes. If the 

postcards were entirely responsible for that difference, then 11,770 postcards yielded 34 

additional votes. At about $0.50 per postcard, that indicates a cost of about $175 per vote. 

 

 

Connecticut postcards (Windham County) 

5,240 postcards were mailed to all households with young independent voters in Windham 

County, Connecticut (voters age 25-35, registered as anything other than "Republican" or 

"Democrat"). 

 

Results: 

Bob Barr was not on the Connecticut ballot in 2008, so we compared Gary Johnson's results with 

Michael Badnarik's 2004 results. In the entire state, Gary Johnson got 0.79%, and he got 3.6 

times as many votes as Michael Badnarik did in 2004. In the targeted county, Johnson got 

1.28%, and he got 5.2 times as many votes as Badnarik did in 2004. So, the 2012-vs-2004 results 

in the targeted county were 45% stronger than in the entire state. That indicates that the postcards 

may have improved Gary Johnson's results. (But again note, Gary Johnson's result in the targeted 

county was still only 1.28%.) 

 

If Gary Johnson had seen the same 2004-2012 change in Windham County that the whole state 

showed, he would have received about 412 votes. He actually received 596 votes. If the 

postcards were entirely responsible for that difference, then 5,240 postcards yielded 184 

additional votes. At about $0.50 per postcard, that indicates a cost of about $14 per vote. 
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Additional Connecticut postcards 

3,525 postcards were mailed to households with registered voters in individual precincts in 

Greenwich (Fairfield County), Meriden (New Haven County), and Groton (New London 

County). These were mailed to all households regardless of party. 

 

935 postcards were mailed to households with young independent voters in one precinct in 

Suffield  (Hartford County) and one precinct in Litchfield County (covering multiple towns). 

 

300 postcards were mailed to scattered young independent voters in Tolland County. 

 

We did not attempt to analyze results in the individual Connecticut precincts (because of 

difficulties comparing the 2012 and 2004 results), or in Tolland County (the number mailed was 

too low to be significant). 

 

 

Robocall Project 

 

We made 30-second “robocalls” to about 281,000 voters in New Hampshire, Connecticut, and 

Ohio. 

 

This was the script used: 

 

“Hello, this is LASPAC urging you and your family to vote for Libertarian GARY 

JOHNSON for President. GARY JOHNSON wants to legalize marijuana, cut 

federal spending, and he’s pro-choice on abortion. Our country is in real trouble 

thanks to Republicans and Democrats. Libertarian GARY JOHNSON is very 

similar to RON PAUL on many issues. Vote for Libertarian GARY JOHNSON. He 

will balance the budget with serious spending cuts, end the wars, and protect your 

civil liberties. Paid for by Libertarian Action Super PAC and not authorized by 

any candidate or candidate’s committee.” 

 

New Hampshire robocalls 

We made about 116,000 robocalls to independent voters throughout New Hampshire (those 

registered as anything other than "Republican" or "Democrat"). 

 

Results: 

In the entire U.S., Gary Johnson got 0.98%, and he got 2.3 times as many votes as Bob Barr did 

in 2008. In the targeted state of New Hampshire, Johnson got 1.16%, and he got 3.7 times as 

many votes as Barr did in 2008. So, the 2012-vs-2008 results in New Hamsphire were 62% 

stronger than in the entire U.S. That indicates that the robocalls may have improved Gary 

Johnson's results. (But again note, Gary Johnson's result in New Hampshire was still only 

1.16%.) 
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If Gary Johnson had seen the same 2008-2012 change in New Hampshire that the entire U.S. 

showed, he would have received about 5,126 votes. He actually received 8,281 votes. If the 

robocalls were entirely responsible for that difference, then 116,000 robocalls yielded 3,155 

additional votes. At about $0.05 per call (including phone number acquisition), that indicates a 

cost of about $2 per vote.  

 

Connecticut robocalls 

We made about 151,000 robocalls to mostly independent voters in four counties in Connecticut 

(Litchfield, Harford, Tolland, Windham)—voters registered as anything other than "Republican" 

or "Democrat." Some of the calls went to Republicans and Democrats in Hartford County. 

 

Results: 

Bob Barr was not on the Connecticut ballot in 2008, so we compared Gary Johnson's results with 

Michael Badnarik's 2004 results. Since we robocalled about half the state, we compared results 

in the four targeted counties with the four non-targeted counties (Fairfield, New Haven, 

Middlesex, New London). In the non-targeted counties, Gary Johnson got 0.75%, and he got 3.4 

times as many votes as Michael Badnarik did in 2004. In the targeted counties, Gary Johnson got 

0.82%, and he got 3.8 times as many votes as Michael Badnarik did in 2004. So, the 2012-vs-

2004 results in the targeted counties were 12% stronger than in the non-targeted counties. That 

indicates that the robocalls may have slightly improved Gary Johnson's results. (But again note, 

Gary Johnson's result in the targeted counties was still only 0.82%.) 

 

If Gary Johnson had seen the same 2008-2012 change in the targeted counties that the non-

targeted counties showed, he would have received about 4,443 votes. He actually received 4,956 

votes. If the robocalls were entirely responsible for that difference, then 151,000 robocalls 

yielded 513 additional votes. At about $0.05 per call (including phone number acquisition), that 

indicates a cost of about $15 per vote.  

 

 

Ohio robocalls 

We made about 14,000 robocalls to registered voters in Tuscawaras County, Ohio. (This was 

only a fraction of all registered voters in the county.) 

 

Results: 

In the entire state of Ohio, Gary Johnson got 0.88%, and he got 2.4 times as many votes as Bob 

Barr did in 2008. In the targeted county, Johnson got 1.03%, and he got 2.3 times as many votes 

as Barr did in 2008. So, the 2012-vs-2008 results in Tuscawaras County were slightly worse than 

in the entire state. That indicates that the robocalls did not improve Gary Johnson's results. 

 

We did not attempt to calculate "dollars per vote" in Ohio, because we felt the targeted 

population was too small a portion of the available population. 
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Louisiana Door Hanger Test 

 

LASPAC staff placed Gary Johnson door hangers (see page 5) on 650 doors in precinct 3-29-A 

of East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. They were placed between November 1 and November 

5. 

 

Results: 

Bob Barr was not on the Louisiana ballot in 2008, so we compared Gary Johnson's results with 

Michael Badnarik's 2004 results. In the entire parish, Gary Johnson got 0.99%, and he got 6.3 

times as many votes as Michael Badnarik did in 2004. In the targeted precinct, Johnson got 

2.57% on election day. Badnarik got zero votes in that precinct on Election Day 2004, so the 

vote ratio cannot be calculated. Badnarik's percentage in the precinct was worse than parish-

wide, while Johnson's percentage in the precinct was significantly better than parish-wide. That 

indicates that the door hangers may have improved Gary Johnson's results. (But again note, Gary 

Johnson's result in the targeted precinct was still only 2.57%.) 

 

The door hangers cost about $0.07 cents each (assuming the labor to put them up was free), so if 

they were responsible for all 11 of the votes for Gary Johnson, then that represents about $4 per 

vote.  

 

 

"Bang for the Buck" Comparisons 

 

First we want to make it clear that due to our small sample sizes and lots of unknown factors, our 

estimates for the cost per vote gained are very rough, highly variable, subject to unknown 

uncertainties, and therefore caution should be taken before using these results as baseline 

assumptions for other efforts.  Additionally, we chose where to advertise primarily based on 

donor preferences, rather than picking areas based on ease of data analysis.  

 

Given all of the uncertainties, we feel somewhat confident that in dollars-per-vote terms, our 

robocalls were more cost-effective than our postcards.  We calculated the cost per vote gained 

for the robocalls to be $2 and $15, and for the postcards it was $14, $46, $175, and lost votes in 

one case. Our door hangers also seemed to be more cost-effective than postcards, assuming they 

are distributed by unpaid volunteers. 

 

Nothing we did proved to be hugely effective at increasing the vote percentage for Gary Johnson. 

If we could go back in time, and had a million dollars to spend on this campaign with the goal of 

boosting the vote count, we’d probably not send any postcards, we might make robocalls, and we 

might do radio and TV ads, though we’d still be operating with lots of uncertainty.  With TV ads, 

one of the main goals would be to hope for additional free publicity from the ads, such as 

coverage on major news networks. 
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If we had to answer the question, “If you were given a million dollars to promote the Libertarian 

Presidential campaign, how would you spend it?” we might reply with, “Is there any chance we 

could use that million dollars to recruit Libertarian candidates for additional offices? Having 

more candidates further down the ballot might be a cost-effective way to boost the top of the 

ballot as well.” 

 

Conclusions 

 

LASPAC raised about $168,000, which provided a small additional source of funding to promote 

Gary Johnson for President, and provided an option for large donors to legally promote the 

candidate while bypassing the $5,000 limit on donations directly to the campaign.   

 

We think our efforts added to the total publicity of the Johnson campaign, but did not have a 

dramatic impact on Gary Johnson's election results. We knew setting up a Super PAC was 

something new for Libertarians, and that some of our promotional efforts were experimental.   

 

In any case, we’ll take a small part of the credit for helping Gary Johnson receive a record total 

number of votes for a Libertarian presidential candidate and for more than doubling the vote 

percentage of the 2008 Libertarian presidential campaign. And we hope that others will learn 

from our efforts, and make additional attempts in the future to form political action committees 

to promote Libertarian Party candidates. 

 

While both of us expect to continue working to promote Libertarian Party candidates in the 

future, we’re expecting to wind down LASPAC very soon. 

 

Thanks again for your support. 

 

Sincerely: 

 
Wes Benedict 

President, Libertarian Action Super PAC 

 
Arthur DiBianca 

Secretary, Libertarian Action Super PAC 

 

P.S.  Just a reminder that we expect to shut down LASPAC, so for once, we are not asking for 

more contributions! 

 

P.P.S.  Once again, we want to thank all of our donors and volunteers who used our materials to 

promote Gary Johnson for President, and we hope you continue to support the cause of liberty.  


